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 Abstract 
 

 

In this thesis, results from studies on (In)GaN quantum dots (QDs) are presented, including 

investigations of the structural, optical and electronic properties. The experimental studies 

were performed on GaN and InGaN QDs grown by molecular beam epitaxy, taking 

advantage of the Stranki-Krastanov growth mode for the GaN QD samples and the 

composition segregation for the InGaN QD samples.  
 Optical spectroscopy of the (In)GaN QDs was performed with a combination of 

different experimental techniques, e.g. stationary microphotoluminescence (µPL) and time-

resolved µPL. The µPL spectroscopy is suitable for studies of single QDs due to the well-

focused excitation laser spot, and it typically does not require any special sample preparation. 

The powerful combination of power and polarization dependences was used to distinguish the 

exciton and the biexciton emissions from other emission lines in the recorded spectra.  

 The QDs could be observed with random in-plane anisotropy, as determined by the 

strong linear polarization for single QDs but with different angular orientation from dot to 

dot. Additionally, these experimental results are in good agreement with the computational 

results revealing a similar degree of polarization for the exciton and the biexciton emissions. 

Further, the theory predicts that the discrepancy of the polarization degree is larger between 

the positive and negative trions in comparison with the exciton and the biexciton. Based on 

this result, polarization resolved spectroscopy is proposed as a simple tool for the 

identification of trions and their charge states. 

 The fine-structure splitting (FSS) and the biexciton binding energy (Eb
xx) are essential 

QD parameters of relevance for the possible generation of quantum entangled photon pairs in 

a cascade recombination of the biexciton. In general, the Coulomb interaction between the 

negatively charged electron and the positively charged hole lifts the fourfold degeneracy of 

the electron and hole pair ground state, forming a set of zero-dimensional exciton states of 

unequal energies. This Coulomb-induced splitting, referred to as the FSS, results in an 

electronic fine structure, which is strongly dependent on the symmetry of the exciton wave 

function. The FSS was in this work resolved and investigated for excitons in InGaN QDs, 

using polarization-sensitive µPL spectroscopy employed on the cleaved-edge of the samples. 

As expected, the FSS is found to exhibit identical magnitudes, but with reversed sign for the 

exciton and the biexciton. For quantum information applications, a vanishing FSS is required, 
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since otherwise the emissions of the polarization-entangled photon pairs in the cascade 

biexciton recombination will be prohibited. 

 The biexcitons are found to exhibit both positive and negative binding energies for the 

investigated QDs. Since a negative binding energy indicates a repulsive Coulomb interaction, 

such biexcitons (or exciton complexes) cannot exist in structures of higher dimensionality.  

On the other hand, a biexciton with a negative binding energy can be found in QDs, since the 

exciton complexes still remain bound due to their three dimensional confinement. Moreover, 

the biexciton binding energy depends on the dot size, which implies that a careful size control 

of dots could enable manipulation of the biexciton binding energy. A large Eb
xx value enables 

better and cheaper spectral filtering, in order to purify the single photon emission, while a 

proposed time reordering scheme relies on zero Eb
xx for the generation of entangled photons.  

The dynamics of the exciton and the biexciton emissions from InGaN QD were 

measured by means of time-resolved µPL. The lifetimes of the exciton related emissions are 

demonstrated to depend on the dot size. Both the exciton and the biexciton emissions reveal 

mono-exponential decays, with a biexciton lifetime, which is about two times shorter than the 

exciton lifetime. This implies that the QD is small, with a size comparable to the exciton 

Bohr radius. The photon generation rates can be manipulated by controlling the QDs size, 

which in turn can be utilized for generation of single- and entangled-photons on demand, 

with a potential for applications in e.g. quantum information. 

 The polarization of the emitted single photons can be manipulated by using a 

polarizer, but to the prize of photon loss and reduced emission intensity. Alternative methods 

to control the polarization of the emission light are a manipulation of the dot symmetry 

statically by its shape or dynamically by an externally applied electric field. Predictions based 

on performed calculations show that in materials with a small spin-orbit split-off energy 

(ΔSO), like the III-nitride materials, the polarization degree of the emission is more sensitive 

to dot asymmetry than in materials with a large value for ΔSO, e.g. the III-arsenide materials. 

Moreover, for an electric field applied in the 110  and the 112  directions of the zinc-blende 

lens-shaped QDs grown on the (111) plane, the polarization degree of InN QDs is found to be 

significantly more, by a factor of ~50 times, sensitive to the electric field than for GaN QDs. 

This work demonstrates that especially the InN based QD, are suitable for manipulation of 

the polarization by the direct control of the dot symmetry or by externally applied electric 

fields.  
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 Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
  

I denna avhandling presenteras nya resultat från optiska mätningar på kvantprickar av 

nitridbaserade halvledarmaterial. Energinivåerna i en halvledare, som kan besättas av 

elektroner är ej längre diskreta såsom i en enskild atom, utan är istället uppsplittrade i 

energiband, separerade med förbjudna energigap. Det viktigaste energigapet separerar det 

översta besatta energibandet, valensbandet, från det lägsta energibandet, som är tomt på 

elektroner, ledningsbandet. En kvantprick skapas av ett halvledarmaterial med ett litet 

energigap, vilket är omgivet av ett material med ett större energigap. På så vis skapas 

potentialbarriärer, som begränsar elektronernas rörelse i tre dimensioner. Kvantiserings-

effekter uppstår om det begränsade utrymmet för kvantpricken har en storlek, som är högst ca 

10 nm. Denna kvantprick med en stark tredimensionell begränsning liknar på många sätt en 

atom, och ljusemissionen uppvisar ett diskret energispektrum. Till skillnad från en atom kan 

dock kvantprickens energinivåer modifieras, påverkas och kontrolleras av prickens material, 

storlek och form. 

När ett halvledarmaterial exciteras med ljus så kan elektronerna i valensbandet 

skickas upp till ledningsbandet, och lämnar därmed kvar ett hål i valensbandet. De exciterade 

elektronerna har en ändlig livstid i ledningsbandet innan de deexciteras tillbaka till 

valensbandet, varvid det sker en rekombination under utsändande av fotoner, så kallad 

fotoluminiscens. De optiska egenskaperna hos kvantprickarna kan därför studeras genom att 

analysera luminiscens emissionen med hjälp av mikro-luminiscens spektroskopi. 

Kvantpricken kan besättas av en exciton, bestående av ett elektron-hål-par, eller en 

biexciton, bestående av två elektron-hål-par. En kombination av polarisations-och effekt-

beroende luminiscensmätningar kan användas för att identifiera excitoner och biexcitoner i 

spektrumet från en kvantprick. Symmetriska kvantprickar emitterar opolariserade fotoner 

medan asymmetriska prickar emitterar linjärpolariserade fotoner. Genom att mäta 

polarisationsberoende luminiscens, så har en slumpmässig anisotropi hos kvantprickar kunnat 

bestämmas, samt att polarisationsriktningen varierar från prick till prick. 

En rekombination av en biexcitonen börjar med rekombinationen av det ena elektron-

hål-paret under skapandet av en foton. Kvar i kvantpricken blir det andra elektron-hål-paret, 

en exciton, som kan rekombinera därefter. Biexcitonens emissionsenergi är inte samma som 

excitonens, och skillnaden ges av biexcitonens bindningsenergi, vilken är orsakad av 

Coulombväxelverkan. De studerade kvantprickarna har uppvisat både positiva och negativa 
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bindningsenergier. En negativ bindningsenergi indikerar repulsiv Coulolmbväxelverkan, och 

sådana biexcitoner kan därför inte existera i strukturer utan den tredimensionell 

rörelsebegränsningen. Eftersom biexcitonens bindningsenergi beror på kvantprickens storlek, 

så kan en noggrann kontroll av storlek och form hos kvantpricken möjliggöra biexcitoner 

med bindningsenergin noll. 

Livstiden för excitoner beror på kvantprickens storlek. Både excitonen och 

biexcitonen uppvisar exponentiella avklingsningskurvor, där biexcitonens livstid är omkring 

hälften så lång som excitonens. Detta indikerar att kvantpricken är mycket liten. Fotonernas 

energi kan ändras genom att manipulera med skvantprickens storlek. 

Polarisationen av de emitterade fotonerna kan bestämmas med ett polarisationsfilter, 

men det reducerar intensiteten eftersom alla övriga polarisationsriktningar filtreras bort. I 

detta arbete demonstreras en ny metod, som är  baserad på att nitridbaserade halvledare, 

speciellt InN, är särskilt lämpade för att manipulera polarisationen hos det utsända ljuset 

genom att direkt kontrollera kvantprickens symmetri, och därmed polarisationen, med hjälp 

av ett externt elektriskt fält. I detta fall behöver inte några polarisationsriktningar filtreras bort 

och därför förloras ingen intensitet. 
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 
 

  

Semiconductor nanostructures have attractive properties for high-efficiency optoelectronic 

devices, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs). Quantum structures, 

i.e. quantum wells (QWs), quantum wires (QWRs) and quantum dots (QDs), in the active 

layer of these devices can efficiently convert electric current to light. Nanostructures based on 

III-nitride compounds and alloys are particularly promising as the active layer due to their 

unique properties based on the wide range tunability of the emission energy, from the 

infrared or visible all the way to deep ultra-violet (UV), with possible large band gap offsets 

providing deep carrier confinement allowing high operating temperatures [1, 2]. In 1992, S. 

Nakamura et al., invented the first nitride-based blue QW-LEDs [3] and the first nitride-

based violet QW-LDs four years later [4]. However, the advantages of the nitride based QDs 

relatively the QWs are the high temperature stability, low threshold currents in LDs and small 

quantum-confined Stark effect [5]. The InGaN/GaN QD based  blue and UV LED [5, 6] and 

the green laser [7] are examples of light sources still under research and development.  

 In recent years, a new challenging field of single QDs applications is found in 

quantum information technologies, including quantum cryptography and optical quantum 

computing. These interesting applications exploit single- and entangled-photons on demand 

[8-10]. The single-photon on demand is controlled by means of excitation pulses and spectral 

filtering. Furthermore, the control of the linear polarization of single photons is required for 
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these applications. In 2000, T. Jennewein et al., [11] reported on the first full implementation 

of entangled state quantum cryptography. The most common method currently used to 

generate entangled-photon pairs is by a parametric down-conversion, achieved by exciting a 

crystal, e.g. a β-barium-borate crystal, with a high-power laser in order to split the incoming 

photons into photon pairs [12-14]. An alternative method to obtain polarization entangled 

photons is based on the indistinguishable radiation paths of the biexciton cascade in a single 

semiconductor QD [15-17]. A common problem associated with this approach is the 

anisotropy-induced exciton fine structure splitting normally occurring in QDs, which will 

prohibit entanglement. In this thesis, investigations of the fundamental properties of the 

emission from single III-nitride QDs, required to attain the full potential of the above 

mentioned applications, are presented. The investigations involve the asymmetry-induced 

excitonic fine structure splitting, the spontaneous lifetime and the biexciton binding energy, 

as a function of the QD size and shape. In addition, the quality of the linear polarization of 

the emission from semiconductor QDs and the relation to the material split-off energy, the 

dot symmetry and external electric field have been studied by means of computational 

approaches.  
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Chapter 2 
 Properties of III-nitride materials 

 

 

2.1 Crystal structure 

III-nitride materials, i.e. GaN, InN and AlN and their ternary alloys, e.g. InGaN and AlGaN, 

can crystallize in either the wurtzite (WZ) or the zinc-blende structure (ZB). The most 

thermodynamically stable structure is wurtzite, which is mainly studied in this work.  For the 

wurtzite structure, there are two hexagonal close-packed sublattices of Ga (In, Al) and N 

atoms shifted along the z-direction by 3c/8, where c is the lattice parameters in the height of 

wurtzite structure while the basal plane is characterized by another lattice constant a, as 

depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). Fig. 2.1(b) shows the wurtzite structure diagram demonstrating a 

[0001] direction (c-axis), which is normal to the c-plane, 0001  and perpendicular to a-, 

1120  and m-, 1100  planes. The c-plane is a polar plane, while the a- and m-planes are 

non-polar planes, which have equal number of anions (N) and cations (Ga, In, Al).  
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Figure 2.1. (a) A stick and ball diagram representing the wurtzite crystal structure with 

lattice constants a and c, and the yellow triangular pyramid indicating a tetrahedron. (b) The 

wurtzite plane scheme demonstrates the non-polar a- and m-planes and the polar c-plane.  

 

However, the zinc-blende structure of GaN and InN thin films has been stabilized by 

the epitaxial growth on the cubic substrates [18, 19]. The zinc-blende lattice consists of two 

face center cubic sublattices of Ga (In, Al) and N shifted by a quarter of the lattice constant a 

along the cube diagonal as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). The non-polar (001) plane and the polar 

(111) plane are demonstrated in Fig. 2.2(b). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2. (a) A stick and ball diagram representing the zinc-blende structure and a yellow 

triangular pyramid indicating the tetrahedron. (b) The zinc-blende plane scheme 

demonstrates a non-polar (001) plane and a polar (111) plane. 
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2.2 The spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations 

 

2.2.1 The spontaneous polarization 

Both wurtzite and zinc-blende structures are composed by chemical bondings with 

four nearest neighbor atoms of the opposite forming a tetrahedron (see Fig. 2.1(a) and 2.2(a)). 

These different types of atoms have different electronegativities causing an effective dipole 

across the bondings in each unit cell. In the more symmetric zinc-blende structure, the dipole 

moments along the [001] direction completely cancel without strain, representing the zero 

polarization in this crystal structure. While the lower symmetry of the wurtzite structure 

along the c-axis introduces the non-zero net dipoles of the polar bond in each unit cell. Thus 

it presents the polarization even in the absence of any external stress, the so-called 

spontaneous polarization (Psp). The spontaneous polarizations of GaN, InN and AlN wurtzite 

structure are -0.034, -0.042 and -0.090 C/m2 [20], respectively, and its value depends on the 

difference of their electronegativity and the ratio of lattice constants c and a. The negative 

spontaneous polarization corresponds to the 0001 !direction.  

 The polarity is identified by the atom situated on the top of the structure. If the Ga 

(Al, In) bonds are placed on the top of the sample along the [0001] direction called Ga (Al, 

In) –polarity, otherwise it is called N-polarity (see Fig. 2.3). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3. A stick and ball diagram representing (a) the Ga-polarity and (b) the N-polarity. 

 

2.2.2 The piezoelectric polarization 

The equivalence among the chemical bonding of the four nearest neighbor atoms of 

the tetrahedron in the zinc-blende structural semiconductor materials can be changed by 

applying the stress to the crystal structure along the [111] direction. The stress has an effect 

on the tetrahedron, which could be slightly stretched or compressed in this direction causing 
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the unequal bonding lengths, resulting in the piezoelectric polarization (Ppz). The difference 

between the piezoelectric and spontaneous polarizations is that the piezoelectric polarization 

is induced by a mechanical perturbation as strain, while the spontaneous polarization is an 

intrinsic asymmetry of the bondings in a crystal structure at equilibrium. 

A material grown on a substrate with different lattice constant leads to internal stress 

on in that material. This stress causes the modification of the lattice constant ratio, c/a (for the 

wurtzite structural material) resulting in the deformation of the tetrahedron with respect to the 

unstressed material. For an elastic material, the stress (σ) is the proportional to the strain (ε) 

following to Hooke’s law as given by: 

 

!!" = !!"#$!!"!,                                                       (2.1) 

 

where C is an elastic stiffness constant. Both the stress and strain tensors could be written as a 

six-component array (vector) and the elastic stiffness tensor could be written by a 6 × 6 

matrix. 

 

!! = !!"!! ,                                                            (2.2) 

 

 ! = !" = !!, !!, !!, !", !", !" ≡ 1,… ,6   

! = !" = !!, !!, !!, !", !", !" ≡ 1,… ,6   

 

According to the symmetry of the wurtzite structure, the elastic stiffness tensor could be 

simplified to five independent elements as demonstrated below [21] : 

 
!!
!!
!!!!
!!
!!

=

!!!
!!"
!!"
0
0
0

!!!

!!"
!!!
!!"
0
0
0

!!!

!!"
!!"
!!!
0
0
0

!!!

0
0
0
!!!
0
0

!!!

0
0
0
0
!!!
0

!!!

0
0
0
0
0

!!! − !!" 2

!!
!!
!!
2!!
2!!
2!!

                    (2.3) 

 

The piezoelectric polarization, Ppz is linearly dependent on the piezoelectric tensor (e) and the 

strain tensor (ε) as demonstrated below: 

 

!!",! = !!"#!!"                                                           (2.4) 
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The components of the piezoelectric polarization are expressed by i = x, y, z! ≡ 1, 2, 3 as 

shown below: 

 

                                                              !!",! = !!"!!,    

!!",!
!!",!
!!",!

=
!!! !!" !!"!!!!!!!" !!" !!"
!!" !!! !!"!!!!!!!" !!" !!"
!!" !!" !!!!!!!!!!" !!" !!"

!!
!!
!!
2!!
2!!
2!!

                           (2.5) 

 

According to symmetry arguments, there are five non-vanishing and three independent 

piezoelectric components, e31, e33 and e15, for the wurtzite structure [21]. 

 

!!" =
0
0
!!"

!!!
0
0
!!"

!!!
0
0
!!!

!!!
0
!!"
0
!!!
!!"
0
0
!!!
0
0
0

                                         (2.6)  

 

The piezoelectric tensor in Eq. (2.6) is substituted into the Eq. (2.5): 

 
!!",!
!!",!
!!",!

=
2!!"!!
2!!"!!

!!"!! + !!"!! + !!!!!
                                               (2.7) 

 

For the epitaxial layer grown along the [0001] direction, the shear strain can be neglected 

(!!, !!, !! = 0) as a very good approximation. Then the piezoelectric polarization could 

accordingly be determined by:    !
!

!!",! = 2!!"!∥ + !!!!!!!,                                           (2.8) 

 

where the  !! = ! !! = !∥ is the strain in the xy-plane induced by the lattice mismatch. For the 

example case of the GaN pseudomorphically grown on the AlN, the compressive stress in the 

xy-plane,!!∥ ≈ −0.024, is determined by:  

 

!∥ = !!!!
! !                                                 (2.9) 
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While the !! or !!! could be calculated from Eq. (2.3) without stress in the z-direction leading 

to !! = 0 and  !!!  given by: 

 

!!! = −2 !!"!!!
!∥                                                     (2.10) 

 

Thus the tensile strain along the z-direction, !!! in this case could be calculated to be ~0.012 

with lattice constants of the AlN substrate (a0) and the GaN film (a), the elastic constants 

(C13, C33) and the piezoelectric coefficients (e31, e33)  taken from the Ref. 22. The 

piezoelectric polarization inside the GaN is calculated to be ~0.042 C/m2. The piezoelectric 

polarization and the spontaneous polarization in terms of the total built-in polarization 

(P=Psp+Ppz) represents the electrostatic surface charges at the interface resulting in the 

existence of the built-in electric field. These built-in electric fields along the c-axis have been 

reported to be 8-10 MV/cm for the isolated GaN/AlN QW structure [23, 24] and 4-6 MV/cm 

for the GaN/AlN superlattices [25].  

For the zinc-blende semiconductor material, the elastic stiffness tensor has three 

independent elements: C11, C12 and C44, while the piezoelectric tensor has three non-

vanishing elements as one independent element, e14, as demonstrated in E.q. (11) and (12) 

[26].  Only the shear strain generates the piezoelectric polarization in the zinc-blende 

material. Thus, the epitaxial layer grown along the (001) direction with the biaxial stress from 

the lattice mismatch in the x- and y-directions will not induce the piezoelectric polarization. 

The piezoelectric polarization is largest along the (111) direction. 

 
!!
!!
!!!!
!!
!!

=

!!!
!!"
!!"
0
0
0

!!!

!!"
!!!
!!"
0
0
0

!!!

!!"
!!"
!!!
0
0
0

!!!

0
0
0
!!!
0
0

!!!

0
0
0
0
!!!
0

!!!

0
0
0
0
0
!!!

!!
!!
!!
2!!
2!!
2!!

                             (2.11) 

 

!!" =
0
0
0
!!!
0
0
0
!!!
0
0
0
!!!
!!"
0
0
!!!
0
!!"
0
!!!
0
0
!!"

                                           (2.12)  
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2.3 Electronic band structure 

The semiconductor materials consist of atoms arranged in the crystal lattices. Their energy 

levels are no longer discrete but split forming energy bands with states that can be occupied 

by carriers separated by a forbidden energy gaps. A particular energy gap, the band gap (Eg), 

separates the highest occupied band, called the valence band (VB) from the lowest 

unoccupied band, called the conduction band (CB). The semiconductor compounds have the 

valence electrons in s and p orbitals, e.g. the III-nitride Ga ∶ 1!!!2!!!2!!!3!!!3!!" 4!!!4!!! 

and!N ∶ 1!! 2!!!2!!. The symmetry of the states near the band edge is inherited from the s-

orbital (p-orbital) for the conduction (valence) band.  
The wavefunctions of electrons propagating in the crystal lattices are modified by the 

periodicity of the underlying lattice referred to as the Bloch wave. The Bloch theorem states 

that the electron’s wavefunction (!!,!) in an infinite periodic crystal potential V(r) can be 

written in form: 

 

!!,! ! = !!!,! ! !!!∙!,                                             (2.13) 

 

where !!,! is the Bloch function which has the same periodicity as the crystal potential. A 

plane wave !!!∙! acts as an envelope function, with a wave vector k related to the wavelength 

(λ) as |k| = 2π/ λ, and r is an arbitrary vector in real space, and n is the index of the band. The 

electron’s wavefunction ,!!,! is obtained from the Schrödinger equation: 

 

− !!
!!!

+ !(!) !!,! = !!,!!!,! ,                                                    (2.14) 

 

where ! = −!ℏ∇ is the momentum operator,!!! is the free electron mass (~9.109 ×10-31 kg), 

and !!,! is the corresponding eigenvalue. Substituting the electron’s wavefunction ,!!,! into 

the Schrödinger equation enables elimination of the envelope wavefunction !!!" as shown 

below:   

 

!!
!!!

+ ! ! + ℏ
!!
! ∙ ! + ℏ!!!

!!!
!!!!!"#$%#&"'!!"#$%&'($"(

!!,! ! = !!,!!!,! !           (2.15)  
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The eigenvalue is determined by using perturbation theory and assuming small k values. The 

energy states for a single band are perturbed according to:  !
 

!!,! = !!,! + ℏ!!!
!!!∗

!,                                               (2.16) 

 

where !!∗   is the electron effective mass in the nth band which can be determined by: 

 

!
!!∗

= !
!!
+ !

!!!!!
!!,! !∙! !!,!

!

!!,!!!!,!!!!                                     (2.17) 

 

This method refers to as k·p method, which allows calculations of the all band dispersions in 

the limited region around k=0. The k·p model can be extended by including the interaction 

between the conduction and valence bands, e.g. Kane’s 8×8 bands k·p Hamiltonian for the 

lowermost conduction band and the three uppermost valence band states [27].  

 

 2.3.1 Electronic band of wurtzite structure 

The calculated electronic band structure in wave number, k space near the Γ point 

(k=0) is presented in Fig. 2.4(a). The electronic band structure, i.e. the valence bands together 

with the conduction band, is calculated by using Kane’s 8×8 bands k·p Hamiltonian (see in 

appendix A) using the material parameters in appendix C for the wurtzite structure of GaN 

bulk at a temperature of 300 K. Considering k=0 with exclusion of the crystal-field 

interaction and spin-orbit interaction, there are three degenerate valence bands (see Fig. 

2.4(d)). The top of the valence bands is split into two degenerate and one single state when 

including the crystal-field interaction (see Fig. 2.4(c)). The energy splitting of these two 

levels is induced by the symmetric wurtzite structure called the crystal-field splitting (ΔCR). 

These crystal-field splitting energies are -169, 10, 40 meV, for the AlN, GaN and InN 

respectively [20]. The negative crystal-field splitting energy of AlN results in the revered 

order between the two uppermost valence bands [28].  

 Further, introducing the spin-orbit interaction, the degenerate states at k=0 is split into 

two energies. Therefore, the wurtzite structure materials have three split valence bands called 

A, B, and C as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The energy splitting due to the spin-orbit interaction is 

called spin-orbit split-off energy (ΔSO).  
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Figure 2.4. (a) The calculated electronic band structure of wurtzite GaN 8×8 k·p for k≈0 

with the close up of the valence bands shown in (b-d). The directions [0001] and 1120  are 

parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, respectively. The close ups, from right to left, (d) 

demonstrate the valence bands when ΔCR= ΔSO=0, (c) including the crystal-field interaction 

and (b) including both the spin-orbit interaction and crystal-field interaction. The allowed 

optical interband transitions from the ground state of the conduction band to the A, B and C 

valence bands could result in light linearly polarized along the x-, y- and z-directions given 

in parentheses above the electronic energy band.  

 

The symmetry of the state near the conduction band edge is inherited from the s-

orbital, which is symmetric along all axes denoted by! ! , while the symmetry of states near 

the valence band edge is inherited from the p-orbitals, which are antisymmetric orbitals along 

the x-, y- and z- axes denoted by! ! , ! !and ! , respectively. The valence bands A, B and C 

for the wurtzite structural GaN bulk can be expressed as the linear combination of the 

basis:! ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , where the upwards and downwards arrows inside the 

brackets indicate the spin-up and spin-down states, as given below [29]:  
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                                                                           ! ↑ != ! !! ! ↑ + ! ! ! ↑  

                                                                           ! ↓ != ! !! ! ↓ − ! ! ↓  

! ↑ != ! !"! ! ↓ + !! ! ↓ − !" ! ↑                           (2.18) 

                                                                           ! ↓ != ! !! ! ↑ − ! ! ↑ + ! ! ↓  

                                                                           ! ↑ != ! !"! ! ↓ + ! ! ↓ + !" ! ↑  

                                                                           ! ↓ != ! !! ! ↑ − ! ! ↑ − ! ! ↓  

 

where 

!!! = 1
!! + 1

, ! = !
!! + 1

 

! =
− 3∆!" − ∆!" + 3∆!" − ∆!" ! + 8∆!"!

2 2∆!"
 

 

 2.3.2 Electronic band of zinc-blende structure 

 The calculated electronic band structure in k space relying on the zone-center k·p 

method (see appendix B) and using the material parameters in appendix C for the zinc-blende 

structure of GaN bulk at temperature of 300 K is presented in Fig. 2.5(a). In the absence of 

the spin-orbit interaction, the top three valence bands are degenerate at k=0 (see Fig. 2.5(c)). 

The spin-orbit interaction has an effect on the three degenerate valence bands by splitting 

them into the degenerate heavy hole (HH) and light hole (LH) bands and the split-off (SO) 

band, separated by the spin-orbit split-off energy at k=0 as shown in Fig. 2.5(b).    

 The HH, LH and SO valence bands for the zinc-blende structured bulk can be 

expressed as the linear combination of the basis vectors: ! ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , ! ↓  

[30] as given below:    

 

                                                                       !! ↑ != ! !! ! ↑ + ! ! ! ↑  

                                                                       !! ↓ != ! !! ! ↓ − ! ! ↓  

!" ↑ != ! !! ! ↓ + ! ! ↓ − !
! ! ↑                           (2.19) 

                                                                        !" ↓ != !!!! ! ↑ − ! ! ↑ − !
! ! ↓  

                                                                        !" ↑ != ! !! ! ↓ + ! ! ↓ + ! ↑  

                                                                        !" ↓ != !!!! ! ↑ − ! ! ↑ − ! ↓  
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Figure 2.5. (a) Calculated band structure of zinc-blende GaN 8×8 k·p for k≈0 with the close 

up of the valence bands shown in (b-c) considered in [111] and [001] directions. The close 

ups, from right to left, demonstrate the valence bands when (c) excluding and (b) including 

the spin-orbit interaction. The allowed optical interband transition from the ground state of 

the conduction band to the HH, LH and SO valence bands could result in light linearly 

polarized along the x-, y- and z-directions given in parentheses above the electronic energy 

band. 

 

The spin-orbit split-off energy of the InN, GaN, and AlN materials are of 5, 17, and 

19 meV, respectively [20], which are significantly smaller than that of the arsenide materials;  

341, 280, 380 meV for GaAs, AlAs and InAs, respectively [31]. The smaller spin-orbit split- 

off energies in the nitride materials result in small spitting energies of the valence bands. For 

example, the calculated separation energy between the HH/LH and SO valence bands of GaN 

is 17 meV compared to that of GaAs, 341 meV.  

 

 2.3.3 Strain effect on the electronic band structure 

The strain field modifies the electronic properties in two ways. Firstly the strain 

induces the band energy-shift and secondly, the strain induces the piezoelectric polarizations 

as described in section 2.2.2. For the strain induced band energy-shift, the parameter is used 

to describe the relation between the lattice strain and electronic band structure, known as the 

deformation potential. For example, the shifted conduction band!(!!") due to the lattice-

mismatched strain is estimated by: 
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!!" = !! !!! + !!! + !!!!! ,                           (2.20) 

 

where !! and !! are the conduction band deformation potentials. The strain 

tensors!!!! , !!! , !!! for a thin film or QW can be calculated by Eq. (2.9) and (2.10). Further, 

the strain induced shift of the valence band is calculated by using the k·p Hamiltonian 

incorporating strain effect based on Ref. 27 (see appendix A). The calculated electronic band 

structure including the strain field for the epitaxial layer grown along the c-axis, neglecting 

the polarization effect for the GaN/AlN, is shown in Fig. 2.6. The compressive strain is 

perpendicular to the c-axis plane for GaN grown on AlN. !!!! = !!! = !∥ ≈ -0.024 leads to 

the tensile strain parallel to the c-axis plane, εzz ≈ 0.012 resulting in a lift-up of the conduction 

band by ~483 meV and the A valence band by ~39 meV.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.6. (a) The calculated band structure of wurtzite GaN, including and excluding the 

compressive biaxial stress and (b) the expanded band at k ≈ 0. 

 

The variation of the biaxial strain results in the shifted band edge energy of the 

ground state conduction band and the valence bands, A, B and C (see Fig. 2.7). The ground 

state conduction band edge energy trends to decrease from 3.7 eV to 3.3 eV, as  !∥ = -0.01 

(compressive strain) is changed to 0.01(tensile strain) meaning that the compressive strain 

increases the energy gap whereas the tensile strain decreases the energy gap. The separation 

of the valence bands, A and B, i.e. EAB is small (~11 meV) for the compressive strain, while 

the separation of the valence B and C is about ten time bigger than EAB at !∥ = -0.01 and is 

reduced to ~17 meV at !∥ = 0. For the tensile strain, the two uppermost valence bands 
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become crossed at !∥ = 0.001 as shown in Fig. 2.7.  The EAB is small in the nitride materials, 

due to their small spin-orbit split-off energies in these materials.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.7. The biaxial strain as a function of band edge energy of GaN wurtzite structure. 

 

2.4 Optical properties 

When photons excite the semiconductor material, the electrons in the occupied state transit 

into different states leaving holes behind. The excited electrons have a finite lifetime, before 

they recombine emitting photons. The boundary conditions of the transitions are the total 

energy and momentum conservations. This process, when the electrons transit between states 

in different bands, such as from the valence band to the conduction band, is called interband 

transitions. Otherwise, the transitions between states in the same bands are called intraband 

transitions.  

The matrix element of the optical transition from the initial state, !!  to the final 

state, !!′  at wave vectors ! and !′ is given in the dipole approximation by [32]: 

 

!!′ ! ∙ ! !! = !!!!∗ (!)! ∙ !!!!(!)!!!,                            (2.21) 

 

where !!!! !  and !!!(!) are the wavefunctions of initial and final states. The inner product 

between the polarization vector (e) and the momentum vector (!) expands to: 
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! ∙ ! = −!ℏ !! !
!" + !!

!
!" + !!

!
!"                           (2.22) 

 

The interband absorption from the valence band, !!   to the conduction band, !!′ , which 

represents their wavefunctions at wave vectors  ! and !′ by the Bloch waves in Eq. (2.13), 

can be written as: 

 

                           !!′ ! ∙ ! !! = !
! !!!!∗ ! !!!!!!! ∙ ! !!! ! !!!"!!!, 

!!′ ! ∙ ! !! = !
! ! !!!!∗ (!)!!! !!!! ! ℏ!!!! ! + !!!! ! !!!,               (2.23) 

 

where ! is the crystal volume. As a result of orthogonality, the integral of the first term in the 

square bracket vanishes. The rest of the integral is zero unless!! = !!. Due to the fact that 

u(r) is periodic with the unit cells, Eq. (2.23) can be reduced to the volume over a single unit 

cell (!!"##): 
 

!! ! ∙ ! !! = !
!!"##

!!!∗ (!)! ∙ !!"## !!! ! !!!                                           (2.24) 

 

The non-vanishing matrix elements in Eq. (2.24) are ! !! ! , ! !! !  and ! !! !  which 

are linear polarized in the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively, and all equal to!!!!! ℏ for 

zinc-blende structure but the values are different for the wurtzite structure, ! !! ! =
! ! !! ! = !!!!! ℏ and ! !! ! = !!!!! ℏ. P, P1 and P2 are the Kane’s parameters 

which are material-dependent (see in appendices A and B). The operators!!! ,!! and !! are 

the polarization operators in the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively, as demonstrated in Eq. 

(2.22). Consequently, the allowed optical interband transition for the A (HH) valence band is 

polarized in the x- and y-directions for wurtzite (zinc-blende) structure, while the B (LH) and 

C (SO) states are mixed by the basis vectors:! ! , ! , ! , so the allowed optical interband 

transitions for these two bands are polarized in the x-, y- and z-directions as shown in Fig. 2.4 

(Fig. 2.5). 
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Chapter 3 

 Quantum dot 
 

  

In 1985, M. A. Reed et al., coined the term “quantum dot (QD)” [33] defined as a 

“semiconductor where the carriers are confined in the completely spatially quantized system 

and have zero degrees of freedom”. Their QD was fabricated by an etching technique as 

described in sec 3.2.2. As a result of the three-dimensional confinement, the QD system is 

similar to an atom. The photons emitted from the QDs are also expected to exhibit the 

discrete energies, like the atom. However, unlike the atom, the QDs have tunable energy 

levels, due to “size quantization effects”, obtained by varying the material composition and 

dot size.  

 

3.1 Quantum dot structures and density of states 

A narrow band gap semiconductor material sandwiched between wider band gap materials 

introduces a potential barrier to spatially confine electrons and holes. If the size of the 

confinement is comparable to the electron or hole Bohr radii, a quantization effects will 

appear. The charge carriers can be confined by the potential barriers in one, two and three 

dimensions, in a so-called quantum well (QW), quantum wire (QWR) and quantum dot (QD), 

respectively (see Fig. 3.1). The different kinds of confinements provided by the QW, QWR 

and QD lead to different limitations of the available electron energy levels, resulting in 
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differences in the density of states. Thus, the density of states of the quantum structures 

directly reflects the dimension of the confined system. The density of states defined as the 

number of states per interval of energy per unit: volume for bulk g!" !area for QW g!" !and 

length for QWR g!" !demonstrated in Eq. (3.1)-(3.4). In the QD, the energy is quantized in 

all three dimensions, and the density of state of the QD (g0D) material becomes a delta 

function, as given below: 

 

g!" E ∝ E!                                                                     (3.1)                                                                       

g!" E ∝ Θ E − ε!                                                      (3.2) 

g!" E ∝ ! !!!!
!!!!

                                                          (3.3) 

g!" E ∝ δ E − ε!                                                       (3.4) 

 

where ε! is the quantization energy, Θ is the Heaviside step function and δ is Dirac delta 

function. The density of states is a smooth parabola for bulk, a discontinuous step function 

for QWs, spikes for QWR and delta functions for QDs as shown in Fig. 3.1.   
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. The spatial confinement effect on the density of states for (a) bulk, (b) quantum 

well, (c) quantum wire, and (d) quantum dot. 

 

3.2 Fabrication 

The structural properties of a QD, i.e. size, composition, shape, strain and symmetry, govern 

its electronic properties, which depend on the growth methods. The most commonly used 

methods of semiconductor growth such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic 

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) allow a monolayer precision control of the thickness. 
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These two growth methods are commonly used to fabricate QD in combination with various 

techniques. 

 

 3.2.1 Etching 

 The sample containing QW, which could be grown by MBE or MOCVD, is covered 

by a polymer film, which is exposed the pattern corresponding to the QD shape by the 

electron beam. After that the exposed areas are removed by developer and then the entire 

surface is covered with a thin layer of metal. The special solution is used to remove the 

polymer film resulting in that the metal film is also removed except such metal on the 

exposed areas. This metal acts as a protective layer from the etching solution; the pillars are 

created which contains the cut-out fragments of the QW forming the three dimensional 

confinement QD [33]. The GaAs QDs were fabricated by means of etching technique and 

demonstrated the quantum confinement effects [34-37].    

 

3.2.2 QDs grown on a non-planar substrate  

The QDs are grown by epitaxial growth on a non-planar substrate which can be 

created by etching or selective area growth. The growth of the QW layers on the non-planar 

surface gives rise to thickness and composition modulations due to growth anisotropy and 

capillarity effects [38]. For example, on a substrate with pyramid-shaped structures the 

subsequent growth of a QW layer can create a QD potential which confine the carriers at the 

pyramid top [39, 40]. 

 

3.2.3 Volmer-Weber (island growth)  

The QDs are grown on the substrate with large lattice mismatch (as high as 10%). As 

a result, the summation of the deposited layer surface energy and the interface energy 

between the deposited layer and substrate is much higher than the substrate surface energy. 

The simplistic description of this growth behavior is based on the fact that the bonded atoms 

or molecules of the deposited layer are stronger than that of the substrate such as the metal 

and semiconductor films grown on the oxide substrate [41].  

 

3.2.4 Stranski-Krastanov growth (layer-by-layer plus island growth) 

The self-organized growth is driven by the strain from the lattice mismatch between 

the QD and the barrier materials (~2-10%), typically forming lens shaped QD. For the case of 

GaN grown on AlN (see Fig. 3.2(a-b)), there is a lattice mismatch of 2.4% with small 
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interface energy between the GaN and AlN. The initial growth of the two dimensional layer-

by-layer of GaN is called the wetting layer.  The strain energy is reduced through the 

formation of nanometer sized islands on the wetting layer (see Fig. 3.2(c)). The formation of 

islands occurs, when the growth reaches a critical thickness. In order to function in an 

optoelectronic device, a capping layer is grown on top of the QDs (see Fig. 3.2(d)). The 

capping layer has an effect on the structural characteristics, i.e. reducing the QD height and 

density [42]. However, the shape, the average size and the density of islands also depend on 

other factors, such as the lattice mismatch, the growth temperature, the growth rate, growth 

interruptions, and the number of grown monolayers of QD material [43-45]. An atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) image of uncapped GaN QDs is shown in Fig. 3.3(a). 

 

 
   
Figure 3.2. A schematic representation of the steps of Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. 

 

3.2.5 Composition segregation 

The composition segregation, e.g. the indium segregation in an InGaN QW [46], 

causes potential fluctuations in the QW forming three dimensional confinement potentials. 

This creates localization centers for the excitons. The QDs grown by this method exhibit a 

significant non-homogeneity in the lateral size as estimated from the transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM)-cross section of the InGaN QD sample (as shown in Fig. 3.3(b)).  
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Figure 3.3. (a) AFM image of the GaN (QD)/AlN sample†, (b) TEM image of GaN/InGaN 

(QD)/GaN sample [paper I]. 
 
 
3.3 Strain field 

The strain in QD structures originates from different intrinsic lattice parameters of the 

constituent materials. The strain field of the wurtzite structural GaN (QD)/AlN can be 

computed semi-analytically in Fourier domain by continuum elastic theory, under the 

assumption that the elastic constants of the QD and the barrier materials are equal [47]. In 

this way, the strain components of the lens-shaped QD with a radius of 6 nm and a height of 2 

nm have been computed. The compressive (tensile) strain of the components εxx and εyy (εzz) 

are confined within the dot, whereas the regions outside the dot are oppositely strained as 

shown in Fig. 3.4. Further, considering the non negligible shear components εxy (εxz, εyz), there 

are both tensile and compressive strains in the regions outside (inside) the dot (see Fig. 3.5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
†

 Measured by R. Fariva, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden 
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Figure 3.4. The calculated strain tensor components εxx, εyy, εzz in (a, c, e) top view and (b, d, 

f) side view for GaN/AlN QD with the radius of 6 nm and the height of 2 nm. The coordinates 

x,y and z refer to the 1100 , 1120  and the 0001 !crystallographic directions. 
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Figure 3.5. Calculated strain tensor components (a) εxy, (b) εxz, and (c) εyz in top view of a 

GaN/AlN QD with the radius of 6 nm and the height of 2 nm. The coordinates x and y refer to 

the 1100  and the 1120 !crystallographic directions 

 

3.4 Electronic structure 

The carriers are restricted in one (two, three) dimensional confinement in a QW (QWR, QD) 

with their wavefunctions, !!!! !!! ,!!!  consisting of a product between Bloch function 

!! ! !and the envelope wavefunction: 

 

 !!!! ! = !" !!,!,! ! ! !!!!,!!!,!,                               (3.5) 

 !!! ! = !" !!,!,! ! !, ! !!!!!!,                               (3.6) 

!!! ! = !" !!,!,! ! !, !, ! ,                                (3.7) 

 

where A is a normalization constant. The envelope wavefunctions can be computed by the 

standard Kane’s 8×8 bands k·p Hamiltonian (see appendix A) in which k is substituted 

by!!! = −! !!" , !! = −! !!" , !! = −! !!", for the confined directions. The envelope function 

probability densities !∗!  corresponding to the quantized energy levels for electrons (e) and 

holes (h) in the ground states (e0, h0), the first excited states (e1, h1) and the second excited 

states (e2, h2) for the lens-shaped wurtzite GaN QD with a radius of 6 nm and a thickness of 2 
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nm are shown in Figs. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. The envelope wavefunctions of both the electron and 

the hole in their ground states have the s-like characters, while the envelope wavefunction of 

the electron (hole) in the first excited state has the p(s)-like characters.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.6.   Probability density functions in the xy-plane for (a) electrons and (b) holes of 

the lens-shaped GaN QD. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7. Probability density functions of the electron and the hole ground states plotted 

together for a lens-shaped wurtzite GaN QD with the radius of 6 nm and the height of 2 nm in 

(a) top view and (b) side view. The coordinates x,y and z refer to the 1100 , 1120  and the 

0001 !crystallographic directions 

 

The wurtzite GaN QD sample grown on the [0001] sapphire substrate (see Fig. 3.8(a)) 

has a large internal electric field along the growth direction due to the spontaneous (Psp) and 

piezoelectric (Ppz) polarizations, as previously described in chapter 2. This built-in electric 
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field results in the Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE), which tilts the energy band and 

reduces the electron and hole energies (see Fig. 3.8(b)). No such energy shift of the electron 

and the hole occurs in a structure without internal electric fields (shown in Fig. 3.8(c)).  

 

  
 

Figure 3.8. (a) Schematic image of the GaN QD sample, and one dimensional band diagrams 

of the sample (b) including and (c) excluding the internal electric field created by the 

spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations. 
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Chapter 4 

 Excitons and optical properties 
 

  

4.1 Exciton 

In 1D, 2D and 3D structures, the electron and hole are bound to each other due to the 

Coulomb interaction, forming an exciton, with the average separation equal to an exciton 

Bohr radius. In a 0D structure, on the other hand, the excitons are completely restricted by the 

confinement potentials, and the exciton Coulomb interaction merely modifies the existing 

confinement potential instead of forming new bound states. The binding energy of the exciton 

(!!!) in bulk wurtzite GaN has been reported to be ~28 meV [48]. In a QD, the exciton biding 

energy increases since the excitons are restricted by the confinement leading to a reduced 

electron and hole separation resulting in an increasing e-h Coulomb interaction as well as 

binding energy of the exciton. Besides, Ramvall et al., have reported computational and 

experimental results demonstrating that a decrease of the GaN QD height from 20 to 3.5 nm 

results in an increased exciton binding energy from ~28.5 meV to ~44.5 meV [48]. However, 

the confinement behavior of the exciton can be divided into three regimes depending on the 

QD radius (r) compared to the exciton Bohr radius [49, 50] (2.8 nm in bulk GaN) [48].  
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4.1.1 Weak confinement regime 

When r is larger than the exciton Bohr radius (!!!) which can be estimated by: 

!!!! = ℏ!!
!!!!

, !!!
= !

!!∗
+ !

!!
∗ !, where !!!!∗ ,!!

∗ !are the effective masses of the electron and the 

hole, respectively, q is the charge of electron, and ! is the static dielectric constant of the 

material [51]. The electron and hole sublevel energy separations (∆!! ,∆!!) are smaller than 

or comparable to the Coulomb interaction energy! ! , so the electron and the hole 

wavefunctions are strongly correlated in this case. 
 

4.1.2 Strong confinement regime  

When!! ≪ !!! , the Coulomb interaction is a weak perturbation to the confinement 

potential, and!∆!! ,∆!! ≫ !. 
 
4.1.3 Intermediate confinement regime 

When r is larger than the Bohr radius of the hole!(!!! = ℏ!!
!!!!

∗ ) but is smaller than the 

Bohr radius of the electron!(!!! = ℏ!!
!!!!∗

) due to the fact that the effective mass of the electron 

is much smaller than the hole mass, and ∆!! ≫ ! ≫ ∆!!. 

 

4.2 Exciton complexes  

The QD can also be occupied by more than one electron (e) and one hole (h). The excitonic 

complexes formed by two electrons and one hole !! , or one electron and two holes !!  

are called trions, while a biexciton (XX) is formed by two electrons and two holes. In 

particular, the biexciton characteristics were studied in this work.  

The biexciton recombination (see Fig. 4.1) starts by the recombination of one e-h pair 

into a photon, leaving the other e-h pair, a single exciton (X), which recombines 

subsequently. The biexciton emission energy is different from the exciton emission energy by 

the biexciton binding energy !!!!  caused by the Coulomb interaction energies that consist 

of the direct Coulomb interaction, correlation, and exchange interaction. In the following 

model, only the direct Coulomb interaction (Jij in Eq. (4.1) and see Fig. 4.2) is taken into 

account, which is the strongest and most important contribution to the biexciton binding 

energy, while weaker correlation interactions are neglected, 
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Figure 4.1. A schematic illustration of the biexciton cascade recombination, where the solid 

(open) triangle represents the occupied electron (hole).  

 

 
 

Figure 4.2. The Coulomb interaction schemes for (a) the exciton and (b) the biexciton. Solid 

(dashed) arrows indicate attractive (repulsive) interactions. 

 

!!" =
!!!!

!!!!!!
!!(!!) ! !!(!!)

!

!!!!!
!!!!!!                 (4.1) 

 

where i and j are e for electron and h for hole. The exciton energy state !!!  and the biexciton 

energy state !!!!  are given by: 

 

!!! = !!! + !! − !!! ,                                             (4.2) 

!!!! = !2!! + 2!! + !!! − 4!!!! + !!! ,                    (4.3) 

 

where Ee and Eh are the electron and hole single particle energies. For the biexciton (exciton) 

recombination, the initial biexciton (exciton) state of energy !!!!  !!! , is scattered to the final 
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exciton state of energy !!! (empty state defined as zero energy) plus an emitted photon. The 

photon energy is given by the energy difference between initial and final excitonic states:  

 

!!! − 0 = !!! + !! − !!!!                                              (4.4) 

!!!! − !!! = !!! + !! + !!! − 3!!!! + !!!!                          (4.5) 

 

This simple model results in a biexciton binding energy given by: 

 

!!!!! = 2!!! − !!!! = !2!!!! − !!! − !!! ,                                         (4.6) 

 

The Coulomb interaction energies depend on the QD shape, size and strain. Hence, 

the biexciton binding energy varies from dot to dot. In contrast to structures of higher 

dimensionality, !!!! !for QDs can be either positive or negative (see Fig. 4.3). For the higher 

dimensions, 1D to 3D, the exciton complexes with negative binding energy cannot be 

observed since they do not form bound states. In a QD, however, the complexes can remain 

bound due to the three-dimensional confinement potentials [52].  

 

 
 

Figure 4.3. The relative emission energies of the exciton and the biexciton indicating (a) a 

positive and (b) a negative biexciton binding energies. 

 

For thicker QDs, a smaller biexciton binding energy is expected due to the increased 

vertical separation between the e and h, resulting in a weakening of Jeh as compared to Jee and 

Jhh. In particular, the III-nitride QD has a built-in electric field across the dot, effectively 

separating the e and h, which often leads to a negative biexciton binding energy. However, 
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the neglected Coulomb correlation effect, which is most significant in the weak confinement 

regime, tends to enhance the biexciton binding energy. Positive biexciton binding energies 

can also be found for III-nitride QD systems [53].  

 

4.3 The optical properties 

 

 4.3.1 Dipole matrix element 

 The matrix element for the optical interband transition from the initial state in the 

valence band, !"! , to the final state in the conduction band,! !"!′ , for electrons restricted 

by one, two and three dimensional confinements (see Eq. (3.5)-(3.7)), is given by [32]: 

 

!"!′ ! ∙ ! !"! = !!" ! ! ∙ ! !!" !
!"#$!!!"#$%&'#!!"#$

!!!! !!"∗ ! !!"! ! !!!!
!"#$%&'$!!"#$%&'()*+'!!"#$

,        (4.7) 

 

where n and m are the indexes of the conduction (c) and the valence (v) bands. The 

corresponding selection rule state that k is conserved in this absorption process.  
 

 Bloch function part: The matrix elements depend on the nature of the Bloch functions 

!!",!!" !and the polarization (e). The non-vanishing matrix elements for wurtzite materials 

are:  
 

! ↑ !! ! ↑ = ! ↓ !! ! ↓ = ! ↑ !! ! ↑ = ! ↓ !! ! ↓ = !!!!!
ℏ  , 

and ! ↑ !! ! ↑ = ! ↓ !! ! ↓ = !!!!!
ℏ  ,                                       (4.8) 

 

where !! and !!!are the Kane’s parameters (see Appendix A). The eigenstates of the valence 

bands A, B and C are demonstrated in Eq. (2.18). The absorption from the valence band A to 

the ground state of the conduction band is proportional to the square of their matrix elements, 

which are equal for the light polarized along the x- 1120   and the y- 1100 !directions 

while there is no light polarized along the z-! 0001 !direction. Further, the absorption from 

the valence band B (or C) to the ground state of conduction band is polarized along all x-, y-, 

z-directions.  
 

Envelope wavefunction part: The matrix element of the envelope wavefunction does 

not depend on the polarization, but on the overlap of the envelope wavefunctions in the 
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conduction and valence bands. The envelope wavefunctions in symmetric QW, QWR and 

QD confinement potentials (e.g. for the QD is shown in Fig. 3.6), are either symmetric or 

antisymmetric depending on the indexes n and m. In this case, the non-vanishing matrix 

elements correspond to the transitions between envelope wavefunctions with the same parity 

of both the conduction and valence bands.  

 The transition rate !!" !from the initial state m with energy !!!to the final state n 

with energy !! due to the absorption of a photon is given by Fermis golden rule [32]:  

 

!!" = !!
ℏ

!!!
!!!

!
!"!� ! ∙ ! !"!

!
! !! − !! − ℏ! ,                   (4.9) 

 

where ! and !! are the charge and mass of electron, respectively, !! is amplitude of an 

incident photon and ℏ! is the photon energy.  

 Photoluminescence and absorption involve the identical selection rule. However, 

photoluminescence, occurring when an excited electron recombines and gives rise to 

spontaneous emission, is not simply the reversed process of absorption. The recombination 

process is in competition between the radiative recombination and the nonradiative relaxation 

processes. This excited electron relaxes to lower states that can emit a photon or relax 

nonradiatively. While in case of absorption process, each absorbed photon can create one e-h 

pair.   

 

 4.3.2 The excitation power dependence  

Sęk et al., [54] have described a model for the exciton and the biexciton power 

dependences using rate equations for an exciton: 

  

 !!!!" = − !!
!!
+ !!!

!!!
+ !!! − !!!,                         (4.10) 

 

and for a biexciton:   

 
!!!!
!" = − !!!

!!!
+ !!!,                                             (4.11) 

 

where!!!!(!!!) is the exciton (biexciton) occupation probability in the dot, !! !(!!!) is a 

radiative lifetime of the exciton (biexciton) and N0 is the probability of the empty dot (no 
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exciton in the dot). The generation rate (!) is proportional to excitation power (Pex), ! ∝ !!" 

(see Fig. 4.4(a)). For steady state,!!!!!" =
!!!!
!" = 0, and neglecting the occupation probability 

of the higher states,!(!! + !! + !!! = 1), the exciton and the biexciton occupation 

probabilities in the dot can be calculated. The emission intensities of the exciton (Ix) and the 

biexciton (Ixx) are proportional to the occupation rates !! !! and!!!! !!!, respectively as 

given by: 

 

!! ∝ ! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 ,                                          (4.12) 

 

!!! ∝ ! !!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!

                                            (4.13) 

 

At low excitation power, the PL intensity of the exciton ground state is expected to be a linear 

function of the excitation power (see Eq. (4.12)). At higher excitation power, the QD is 

populated with two excitons and an additional recombination channel with a nonlinear 

(quadratic) power dependence appearing, as described by Eq. (4.13). This model of the 

exciton and the biexciton power dependencies is shown in Fig. 4.4(b) for !! !!! = 2. 

The presence of photo-excited carriers for increased excitation power leads to 

screening of built-in electric fields, resulting in blue-shifted emission energies [55]. This 

effect is usually stronger for QW than for QD structures [5].  
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Figure 4.4. (a) A schematic picture of the relaxation and the recombination mechanisms of 

the trapped carriers from the wetting layer to the QD (adapted from Nitride Semiconductor 

Device). (b) The model of linear and quadratic power dependences of the exciton (dashed 

line) and the biexciton (solid line) calculated according to the Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13), 

respectively.  

  

 4.3.3 Recombination dynamics 

The exciton has a finite lifetime before it recombines, emitting a photon 

corresponding to the exciton energy. The radiative exciton lifetimes of (In)GaN QD have 

been demonstrated to exhibit a huge variation from 400 ps to180 µs [56, 57], which is related 

to the variation of the electron and hole wavefunctions overlap (see Eq. (4.9)). This is 

affected by the dot size, shape and indium concentration in QDs and their surroundings [56, 

58]. Further, the built-in electric field in wurtzite III-nitride semiconductors grown along the 

c-axis leading to the QCSE has an effect on the recombination lifetime: A decreasing electron 

and hole overlap wavefunction results in the reduction of transition rate and consequently an 

increased recombination lifetime and reduced emission intensity. On the other hand, the built-

in electric field can be screened by photo-excited carriers which leads to enhanced electron 

and hole wavefunction overlap, resulting in an increased emission intensity and a decreased 

recombination lifetime [56, 57]. Bacher et al., [59] have reported an analytical model for the 

exciton and the biexciton recombination lifetimes. The model neglects carrier relaxation from 

the wetting layer to the dot. Therefore, the probabilities for the population of the exciton, Nx 

and biexciton, Nxx rate equations are given by: 
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!!!!(!)

!" = !− !!!(!)
!!!

 ,                                                     (4.14) 

 
!!!(!)
!" = !− !!(!)

!!
+ !!!(!)

!!!
 ,                                             (4.15) 

 

where!!!!and!!!! are the radiative lifetimes of the exciton and the biexciton, respectively (see 

Fig. 4.5(a)). There are four degenerate exciton states, commonly understood as two bright 

(dark) states with anti-parallel (parallel) spins, but this model neglects a spin flip time 

between the bright and the dark exciton states.  

The exciton and the biexciton occupations can be monitored by measurements of the 

intensity evolution with time. The biexciton demonstrates a mono-exponential decay curve, 

while the exciton recombination delayed due to the feeding of exciton from the biexciton 

recombination, causes a plateau-like start and demonstrates a mono-exponential decay curve 

for a longer time, as usually observed for QDs [59] (see in Fig. 4.5(b)). 

The ratio between the exciton and the biexciton recombination lifetimes for InGaN 

QDs has been reported to be in the range of 0.7- 1.1 [60, 61]. This reflects the variation in 

size and composition of the QDs and barriers [56]. Bacher et al., [59] have reported the 

theoretical results of radiative lifetimes for exciton and biexciton as the size of a disk shaped 

QDs was varied. The effective mass of the electron is smaller than the hole mass, leading to a 

less confined electron wavefunction as compared to the hole wavefunction.  When the size of 

the QD decreases, the electron and hole wavefunctions become more localized. This leads to 

a larger overlap of the electron and the hole wavefunctions for the exciton, which results in a 

shorter exciton radiative lifetime. The biexciton lifetime is more sensitive to the QD size, due 

to the strong hole-hole repulsion (Jhh>Jee>|Jeh| for GaN QD) which separates the hole 

wavefunctions causing smaller overlaps with the electron wavefunctions. The recombination 

lifetime ratios between the excitons and the biexcitons !! !!!  have been found to be ~2 for 

a QD smaller than the exciton Bohr radius in all directions, and ~1.4 when the lateral size of 

the QDs is increased to three times of the exciton Bohr radius.  
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Figure 4.5. (a) A relaxation scheme of the bright states in the cascade biexciton 

recombination process when the solid (open) triangle representing the occupation electrons 

(holes), while up-pointing (down-pointing) triangles representing the spin-up (-down) states 

of carriers. (b) The model of the intensity evolutions demonstrating mono-exponential decays 

for the exciton and the biexciton emissions calculated according to Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15), 

respectively.  

 

 4.3.4 Exciton fine structure 

In the simple exciton model used above, the ground state of a QD is fourfold 

degenerate, since there are two possible spin configurations for the electrons and holes. 

However, including the e-h exchange interaction leads to a small energy splitting of the 

degenerate levels, referred to as the fine structure splitting (FSS). The resulting exciton 

energy pattern and polarized selection rules of the optical transition depends on the QD 

symmetry. 

For a lens-shaped wurtzite QD, the highest limit of symmetry corresponds to the point 

group C3v. In this case, two types of allowed optical exciton transitions exist, as shown in Fig. 

4.6 [62]. Type 1 consists of two degenerate exciton states, both associated with optical 

transitions linearly polarized in the xy-plane (perpendicular to the c-plane or the z-direction), 

while Type 2 consists of two optically allowed states of which one non-degenerate state 

corresponds to the z-polarized light, and the other degenerate state corresponds to light 

polarized in the xy-plane. Only one state of the Type 2 exciton is dark. In comparison to bulk 

exciton states, conventionally labeled A, B and C [63], the A exciton emits linearly polarized 
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light in the xy-plane, while both the B and C excitons allow optical transitions linearly 

polarized in all directions. Thus, the A exciton corresponds to Type 1, while the B and the C 

excitons correspond to Type 2. 

 For dots with lower symmetry, e.g. Cs, all degeneracies are lifted and optical 

transitions of the exciton are allowed in all three polarization directions x, y and z for both 

types (see Fig. 4.6).  

 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Schematic diagram for (a) the Type 1 exciton and (b) the Type 2 exciton for 

symmetric C3v, and asymmetric Cs QDs. The allowed linear polarizations in the x-, y- and z-

directions are given in parentheses. 

 

 The circularly polarized optical transitions of a biexciton cascade decay for a 

symmetric lens-shaped QD are shown in Fig. 4.7(a). The degeneracy of the intermediate 

exciton states results indistinguishable transition paths. For the asymmetric QD, the lack of 

degeneracy of the exciton states due to FSS results in distinguishable transition paths linearly 

polarized in the x- and the y-directions when are observed from the z-direction (see Fig. 

4.7(b)). In this case, the exciton and the biexciton exhibit two orthogonally polarized 

components (πx, πy) with equal magnitude of the energy splitting, but the signs of the splitting 

are reversed for X and XX. This is a unique fingerprint of X and XX pair in the spectra as 

shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7. Transition scheme for the biexciton cascade decay for (a) a symmetric dot and 

(b) an asymmetric dot.   

 

 
 

Figure 4.8. Schematic emission spectra of the exciton and the biexciton emissions analyzed 

in two orthogonal linear polarizations separated by the asymmetry induced FSS.  
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Chapter 5 

 Samples and experimental techniques 
  

 

5.1 Samples 

In this work, samples with GaN and InGaN QDs have been studied. These samples were 

grown by the molecular beam epitaxy. For the fabrication of GaN QDs sample, the Stranki-

Krastanov (SK) growth mode was employed. Composition segregation formed the QDs in the 

InGaN sample.   

 

5.1.1 GaN QD sample 

The GaN QD samples† were grown on c-plane sapphire substrate by molecular beam 

epitaxy, employing the SK growth mode at a temperature of 720oC.  A ~5 nm AlN layer was 

first grown on the sapphire substrate to serve as a nucleation layer in order to reduce the 

lattice mismatch between the sapphire and GaN layer. A GaN buffer layer, ~90 nm thick, was 

then grown on the AlN nucleation layer to reduce the penetration of threading dislocations 

and preparing a smooth surface. A ~90 nm thick AlN barrier layer was then grown, followed 

by the growth of GaN QDs with a height of ~2 nm to finally be covered with a ~50 nm 

Al0.5Ga0.5N layer to prevent their reaction with ambient (see Fig. 5.1(a)). 
 

                                                
†

 The GaN QD samples were fabricated at Chalmers University, Sweden. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) A GaN QD sample fabrication scheme and (b) AFM image performed on the 

uncapped GaN QD sample. 

 

Another GaN QD sample with uncapped dots grown at a temperature of 710 oC has been used 

to observe the QD by means of AFM. Fig. 5.1(b) illustrates the AFM image of the lens-

shaped dots, as normally observed in the SK growth mode. Further information can be 

extracted from the AFM images, such as the dot density of ~5 x 1010 cm-2, the dot diameter of 

~30 nm and the dot height of ~2 nm for the dot shown in the inset of Fig. 5.1(b). 

 

5.1.2 InGaN QD sample 

The InGaN QD sample‡ was grown as a standard quantum well at the temperature of 

500°C. Composition segregation formed QDs in the quantum well layer. A ~230 nm thick 

GaN barrier layer was first grown on the c-plane sapphire substrate followed by a ~2.5 nm 

thick InGaN single QW with nominally 20% indium. In this QW layer, indium segregation 

gives rise to formation of QD-like exciton localization centers. A ~30 nm thick GaN was 

thereafter grown as the capping layer. In order to reduce the number of optically active 

localized centers in the recorded microphotoluminescence spectrum, a ~50 nm thick 

aluminum mask layer sparsely perforated by circular holes with ~260 nm diameter was 

deposited on the sample surface (see Fig. 5.2(a)). An atomic force microscopy demonstrates 
                                                
‡

The InGaN QD sample was grown at National Taiwan University, Taiwan. 
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the direct images of uncapped InGaN QDs, which the small light patches (see Fig. 5.2(b)) are 

QDs, and the dark areas are the pitting demonstrating the lower height areas comparing to the 

dots.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.2. (a) A InGaN QD sample fabrication scheme and (b) AFM image performed on 

the uncapped InGaN QD sample. The QDs are indicated by the circles. 

 

5.2 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is a widespread method used to characterize the 

electronic structure and optical properties of semiconductors because it is a nondestructive 

method and normally it does not require any special sample preparation. The spontaneous 

emission of light from a semiconductor is studied under optical excitation with an energy 

greater than the band gap energy of the studied materials. Relevant information, e.g. band 

gap, exciton states, impurity content and confinement energy, can be deduced from the PL 

emission. 

 

5.2.1 Conventional photoluminescence 

In the PL measurements, a laser is used as the excitation source to excite the carriers 

in the sample. The laser beam is focused on the sample by a lens, reducing the laser spot to 

~50 µm in diameter. Subsequently, the excess carriers generated in the semiconductor may 

recombine by emitting photons. The sample is usually cooled by liquid He4 (LHe), which has 

a boiling temperature of 4.2 K at atmospheric pressure. In a cold finger cryostat, the sample is 
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mounted on a metal holder, which is thermal contact with a metal plate cooled by LHe to 

temperatures below 4 K. Temperatures below 2 K can be achieved by employment of another 

type cryostat called a bath cryostat in which the sample is immersed in LHe at low pressure. 

Measurements at low temperatures are often needed to prevent thermally assisted non-

radiative recombination, causing a decrease in signal intensity, and to prevent the interaction 

with phonons, which broaden the spectral lines. The PL signal is analyzed by a 

monochromator, in which gratings are used to disperse the light into its different wavelength 

components. The PL signal is measured by a detector mounted on the monochromator exit. 

The detector used in this work is a charge coupled device (CCD), which is sensitive in the 

range of 300 - 1000 nm, consisting of a 2D silicon photodiode matrix of 2000×800 pixels 

cooled by a liquid nitrogen.  

 

 5.2.2 Microphotoluminescence 

Microphotoluminescence (µPL) spectroscopy provide a small laser spot of ~2 µm which 

makes it suitable for investigations of single QDs. µPL is analogous to conventional PL 

except for the ordinary lens which is replaced by a refracting objective lens to reduce the 

laser spot focusing on the sample surface. In this work (see Fig. 5.3), the sample is mounted 

on the sample holder inside a cold finger cryostat, which can be cooled down to 4 K by a 

continuous flow of liquid helium. A continuous-wave 266 nm laser is used as excitation 

source, for which the power can be adjusted by neutral density filters in the laser path.  The 

PL signal is collected by the objective lens and dispersed by a single grating 1200 

grooves/mm monochromator with a focal length of 0.48 m. A liquid nitrogen cooled CCD 

detector with a spectral resolution of ~1.3 meV in the relevant wavelength range is mounted 

on the monochromator. In order to investigate the sample surface and the focused laser spot 

on the sample, a white light source is used to illuminate the sample through the same 

objective lens as used for the laser. The reflected light is collected and monitored by a video 

camera to display the sample surface. PL measurements on the very same QD can be 

repeatedly performed by careful navigating to the registered position of each QD.  
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Figure 5.3. Schematic arrangement of the microphotoluminescence setup. 

 

5.2.3 Time-resolved microphotoluminescence 

The time-resolved PL spectroscopy is employed to study the dynamical processes in 

semiconductors. The time-resolved µPL is analogous to µPL except for employment of a 

pulsed excitation and the CCD is connected to a photocathode of a streak camera. In this 

work, the sample is excited by a 266 nm pulse laser with a pulse width of 0.5 ps and a 

repetition rate of 75 MHz, which is generated by a frequency tripled Titanium Sapphire laser. 

The PL signal is dispersed by a monochromator equipped with 150 grooves/mm grating and 

monitored by a CCD and connected to a streak camera (Hamamatsu C5680). The time 

resolution of this set up is 10 ps. 

 

5.3 Single quantum dot spectroscopy 

In order to probe single QDs, the space between the dots should be larger than the laser spot 

size. In this work, the density of dots in some region of GaN QD sample is low enough to 

perform single QDs spectroscopy by means of standard the µPL measurement (see Fig. 

5.4(a)). The PL spectra of the GaN QD sample demonstrate the emissions of both the GaN 

buffer layer and the Al(Ga)N barrier layers. On the other hand, the spectrum of the InGaN 

QD sample demonstrates a high density of dots with the many sharp lines merging to a broad 
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spectral band (see Pos1 in Fig. 5.4(b). In order to increase the spatial resolution, excitation 

and PL collection was performed through an Al mask, coated on the sample surface, with 

apertures much smaller than the laser spot size. Thus, only the localization centers within an 

aperture contribute to the spectrum, making single InGaN QDs spectroscopy possible as 

shown by spectra at different positions indicated as Pos2 and Pos3 in Fig. 5.4(b). 

 

 
  

Figure 5.4. The shaded areas indicate the spectral range where single QD µPL  

spectroscopy is possible for (a) the GaN QD sample at different positions (indicated by Pos1-

3) (b) the InGaN QD sample for an ensemble of QDs at Pos1 (without Al mask) and for 

single QDs at Pos2 and Pos3 (with Al mask). 

 

5.4 Polarization resolved PL 

The setup for polarization resolved PL consists of a half-wave retardation plate and a linear 

polarizer placed in front of the monochromator, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.5. The linearly 

polarized light of the PL emission passes through the rotatable half-wave retardation plate. If 

the angle between the directions of the incident linearly polarized beam and the crystalline 

optic-axis is β, the retardation plate rotates the linearly polarized direction by 2β. The 

transmitted light passes through a fixed linear polarizer and subsequently collected into the 

monochromator.   
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Figure 5.5. Schematic arrangement of the setup for polarization measurements consisting of 

a rotatable half-wave retardation plate and the fixed linear polarizer placed in the signal 

path in front of the monochromator. 
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Chapter 6 

 Summary of the papers 

 
Paper I-III 

Spectroscopic studies of single InGaN/GaN QDs. In Paper I, an overview of the structural 

and optical properties of single QDs is given, investigated by means of TEM, SNOM, µPL 

and time-resolved µPL spectroscopy. Power dependence measurements were performed to 

identify the exciton and biexciton emissions, while the polarization resolved spectroscopy 

was used to distinguish emission lines originating from the same QD from those related to 

other dots. By combining these two methods, the spectral identification of the exciton and the 

biexciton from a single QDs can be made with a higher reliability. Additionally, the biexciton 

biding energy is found to be either positive or negative, in accordance with other observations 

made for 0D systems. The existence of both positive and negative binding energies is 

explained in terms of different lateral confinement, while the QDs height is maintained 

constant. In Paper II, the dynamic characteristics of the exciton and the biexciton emissions 

from a single InGaN QD have been studied and compared.  Both the exciton and the 

biexciton reveal a mono-exponential decay. In order to distinguish the biexciton from the 

trion, the temperature evolution of the excitons dynamics was utilized. The photon generation 

rate, a parameter of importance for single-photon on demand applications in the area of 

quantum information applications, is extracted.  In Paper III, the fine structure splitting 

(FSS) of emission lines related to the InGaN excitons and biexcitons was estimated and 
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reported for the first time, by employment of polarization-resolved PL spectroscopy 

performed on a cleaved-edge of the sample. The evaluated values of the FSS for the exciton 

and the biexciton exhibit identical magnitudes, but with reversed sign, as expected. The 

magnitude of the FSS is of great importance for the generation of polarization-entangled 

photon pairs for quantum information applications, since a finite FSS will prohibit 

entanglement in the cascade decay of the biexciton. 

 

Paper IV-V 

Spectroscopic studies of single GaN/Al(Ga)N QDs. In Paper IV, the combination of power 

and polarization dependent µPL was utilized as a powerful method to distinguish between 

exciton and biexciton related emissions from a single QD and the multitude of other emission 

lines recorded in the µPL spectra. All investigated dots reveal strong linearly polarization 

degrees, but their angular orientations differ from dot to dot, suggesting a random in-plane 

anisotropy of the SK QDs. The experimental results are in good agreement with the 

computational results, which predict similar polarization degrees within 10% of the exciton 

and the biexciton in typical GaN QDs. The theory further predicts that the discrepancy of the 

polarization degrees is largest between the positive and negative trions. These results are 

proposed to provide a simple tool for identifying the trions states using polarization resolved 

spectroscopy.  In Paper V, the binding energies of the biexciton are found to be either 

positive or negative (as also found in the InGaN QD sample) confirming that the observed 

exciton complexes indeed are confined in three dimensions. Moreover, the biexciton binding 

energies tend to decrease as the exciton energy increases, which correspond to a stronger 

confinement as characteristic for smaller QDs. It is demonstrated that zero biexciton binding 

energy can be achieved by careful control of the dot size. A vanishing biexciton binding 

energy is desirable for implementing an alternative method to demonstrate entangled photons, 

relying on a photon time reordering scheme. 

 

Paper VI 

Computational investigation of the polarization properties of nitride based QDs. In this 

paper, the polarization degree of the emission from nitride based QDs, related to the spin-

orbit split-off energy (ΔSO), the QD symmetry and external electric fields, is studied by means 

of k·p computations. In small ΔSO materials, such as GaN, InN and AlN, the degree of 

polarization for the emission is significantly more sensitive to dot asymmetry than in large 
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ΔSO materials e.g. GaAs, InAs and AlAs. Sufficient asymmetry for obtaining a strong linear 

polarization can be induced by an external electric field for InN QDs, opening for the 

possibility to dynamically control the polarization by a variable external field. In particular, a 

zinc-blende InN QD grown on the (111) plane is predicted to be dramatically more sensitive 

to an electric field (by ~50 times) than for a GaN QD, due to the smaller ΔSO as well as to the 

larger strain and stronger piezoelectric potential. These findings suggest that zinc-blende InN 

QDs have the potential to be employed as single-photon emitters allowing direct modulation 

of the polarization direction. Such light sources are essential for quantum cryptography 

protocols, for which the individual photons are polarization encoded.  
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 Appendix A 
 

Kane’s 8×8 bands k·p Hamiltonian for wurtzite structure 

 

The k·p Hamiltonian for wurtzite crystal expanded in the basis 

! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ !!is given by Ref. 27: 

! = ! !!0 !!!!
0
!! + !!

0 !!!!
0
!! + !!"

0 !!!! 0!!" + !! + !!
0 !!!!

0
!!  

Hamiltonians H1, Hp, HCR, HS and Hε will be described below. 

 

A.1 Hamiltonian H1 results from the direct interactions between the s-like conduction band 

and the p-like valence band. Its matrix elements are: 

 

!! =
!!′

−!!!!!
−!!!!!
−!!!!!

!!!!
!!!!!
!!
0
0

!!!!
!!!!!
0
!!
0

!!!!
!!!!!
0
0
!!

 

!!′ = !! + !! + ∆!" +
∆!"
3  

!!! =
ℏ!
2!!

!!
!!
∥ − 1

3!! ∆!" + !! + ∆!" 2∆!" + 3!!
2∆!" + 3!!

 

!!! =
ℏ!
2!!

!!
!!!

− 1 !!
3!! ∆!" + !! + ∆!" 2∆!" + 3!!
∆!"∆!" + 3∆!"!! + 2∆!"!! + 3!!!

 

!!!is the fundamental band gap. 

!!!is the valence band edge. 

∆!" is the crystal-field splitting energy. 

∆!" is the split-off energy. 

!!∥ , !!! are the electron effective masses times the free electron mass (!! ≈ 9.109×10!!"!kg). 
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A.2 Hamiltonian Hp results from the second order interaction with distant bands obtained by 

Löwdin’s Renormalization approach. Its matrix elements are written: 

 

!! =
!!′ !!! + !!! + !!′ !!!

0
0
0

!!!!

0
!!′ !!! +!!!!! +!!!!!

!!′!!!!
!!′!!!! + !!′!!

!!!!

0
!!′!!!!

!!!!! + !!′ !!! +!!!!!
!!′!!!! + !!′!!

!!!!

0
!!′!!!! − !!′!!
!!′!!!! − !!′!!

!!!!! +!!!!! + !!′ !!!
 

!!′ =
ℏ!
2!!

∥ −
!!!
!!

 

!!′ =
ℏ!
2!!!

− !!
!

!!
 

!!′ =
!!!
!!
+ ℏ!
2!!

!! + !! + !!  

!!′ =
!!!
!!
+ ℏ!
2!!

!! 

!! =
ℏ!
2!!

!! + !! + !!  

!! =
ℏ!
2!!

!! + !!  

!! =
ℏ!
2!!

!! 

!!′ =
!!!
!!
+ ℏ!
2!!

2!! 

!!′ =
!!!!
!!

+ ℏ!
2!!

2!! 

!!′ = ! 2!! 

!!!! are the Luttinger-like parameters. 
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A.3 Hamiltonian HCR results from the crystal-field interaction. Its matrix elements are: 

 

!!" = ∆!"
0
0
0
0
!!!!
0
1
0
0
!!!!
0
0
1
0
!!!!
0
0
0
0

 

 

A.4 Hamiltonian HS results from the spin-orbit interaction. Its matrix elements are written: 

 

!! =
∆!"
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

!!!!

0
0
!
0
0
0
0
1

!!!!

0
−!
0
0
0
0
0
!

!!!!

0
0
0
0
0
−1
−!
0

!!!!

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

!!!!

0
0
0
−1
0
0
−!
0

!!!!

0
0
0
!
0
!
0
0

!!!!

0
1
−!
0
0
0
0
0

 

 

A.5 Hamiltonian !! !results from the strain. Its matrix elements are: 

 

!! =
!! !!! + !!! + !!!!!

0
0
0

!!!!
0

!!!!! +!!!!! +!!!!!
!!!!"
!!!!"

!!!!
0

!!!!"
!!!!! + !!!!! +!!!!!

!!!!"
!!!!

0
!!!!"
!!!!"

!!!!! +!!!!! + !!!!!
 

!! = !! + !! + !! 

!! = !! 

!! = !! + !! − !! 

!! = !! + !! 

!! = !! 

!! = 2!! 

!! = 2!! 

!1−2 are the conduction band deformation potentials. 

!1−6 are the valence band deformation potentials. 
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 Appendix B 
 

Kane’s 8×8 bands k·p Hamiltonian for zinc-blend structure 

 

The k·p Hamiltonian for zinc-blend crystal expanded in the basis 

! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↑ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ , ! ↓ !!is given by Ref. 64: 

! = ! !!0 !!!!
0
!! + !!

0 !!!!
0
!! + !! + !!

0 !!!!
0
!!  

Hamiltonians H1, Hp, HS and Hε will be described below. 

 

B.1 Hamiltonian H1 results from the direct interactions between the s-like conduction band 

and the p-like valence band. Its matrix elements are: 

 

!! =
!!

−!!!!!
−!!!!!
−!!!!!

!!!!
!!!!!
!!!
0
0

!!!!
!!!!!
0
!!!
0

!!!!
!!!!!
0
0
!!!

 

!! = !! + !! 

!!! = !! −
∆!"
3  

!! =
ℏ!
2!!

!! 

!!!is the fundamental band gap. 

!!!is the valence band edge. 

∆!" is the split-off energy. 

!! is the optical matrix parameter. 
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B.2 Hamiltonian Hp results from the second order interaction with distant bands obtained by 

Löwdin’s Renormalization approach. Its matrix elements are written: 

 

!! =
!! !!! + !!! + !!!

0
0
0

!!!!
0

!!!!! +!(!!! + !!!)
!!!!!!
!!!!!!

!!!!

0
!!!!!!

!!!!! +!(!!! + !!!)
!!!!!!

!!!!
0

!!!!!!
!!!!!!

!!!!! +!(!!! + !!!)
 

!! = ℏ!
2!!

1
!!

− !!!!
!! + 2∆!"/3
!! + ∆!"

 

!′ = !!!
!!
− ℏ!
2!!

!! + 4!!  

! = − ℏ!
2!!

!! − 2!!  

!′ = !!!
!!
− 3ℏ

!

!!
!! 

!! is the electron effective mass. 

!!!! are the Luttinger parameters. 

 

B.3 Hamiltonian HS results from the spin-orbit interaction. Its matrix elements are: 
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B.4 Hamiltonian !! !results from the strain. Its matrix elements are written: 

 

!! =
!! !!! + !!! + !!!

!!
!!
!!

!!!!
−!!

!!!! +!(!!! + !!!)
!!!"
!!!"

!!!!
−!!
!!!"

!!!! +!(!!! + !!!)
!!!"

!!!!
−!!
!!!"
!!!"

!!!! +!(!!! + !!!)
 

!! = !!! !!"!!
!!!,!,!

 

!! = !!! !!"!!
!!!,!,!

 

!! = !!! !!"!!
!!!,!,!

 

! = !! − !! 

! = !! + 2!! 

! = 3!! 

!! is the hydrostatic conduction band deformation potential. 

!! is the hydrostatic valence band deformation potential. 

!! is the uniaxial valence band deformation potential in [100] direction. 

!! is the uniaxial valence band deformation potential in [111] direction. 
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 Appendix C 
 

Material parameters for the k·p calculation 

 

Table C.1 Material parameters for the wurtzite structure of InN, GaN, and AlN are taken 
from Ref. 20. 

Parameters GaN AlN InN 
alc (Å) at T=300 K 3.189 3.112 3.545 
clc (Å) at T=300 K 5.185 4.982 5.703 

Eg (eV) 3.510 6.250 0.780 
ΔCR (eV) 0.010 -0.169 0.040 
ΔSO (eV) 0.017 0.019 0.005 
!!
∥

 (kg) 0.20*m0 0.32*m0 0.07*m0 
!!! (kg) 0.20*m0 0.30*m0 0.07*m0 

A1 -7.21 -3.86 -8.21 
A2 -0.44 -0.25 -0.68 
A3 6.68 3.58 7.57 
A4 -3.46 -1.32 -5.23 
A5 -3.40 -1.47 -5.11 
A6 -4.90 -1.64 -5.96 

A7 (eV Å) 0.0937 0 0 
a1 (eV) -4.9 -3.4 -3.5 
a2 (eV) -11.3 -11.8 -3.5 
D1 (eV) -3.7 -17.1 -3.7 
D2 (eV) 4.5 7.9 4.5 
D3 (eV) 8.2 8.8 8.2 
D4 (eV) -4.1 -3.9 -4.1 
D5 (eV) -4.0 -3.4 -4.0 
D6 (eV) -5.5 -3.4 -5.5 

C11 (GPa) 390 396 223 
C12 (GPa) 145 137 115 
C13 (GPa) 106 108 92 
C33 (GPa) 398 373 224 
C44 (GPa) 105 116 48 
e31 (C/m2) -0.45 -0.45 -0.52 
e33 (C/m2) 0.83 1.54 0.95 
e15 (C/m2) -0.38 -0.41 -0.44 
Psp (C/m2) -0.034 -0.090 -0.042 
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Table C.2 Material parameters for the zinc-blend structure of InN, GaN, and AlN are taken 
from Ref. 20. 

Parameters GaN AlN InN 
alc (Å) 4.50 4.38 4.98 
Eg (eV) 3.299 5.4 0.78 
ΔSO (eV) 0.017 0.019 0.005 
!! (Γ) 0.15 0.25 0.07 
!! 2.70 1.92 3.72 
!! 0.76 0.47 1.26 
!! 1.11 0.85 1.63 

Ep (eV) 25.0 27.1 17.2 
ac (eV) -6.71 -4.5 -2.65 
av (eV) -0.69 -4.9 -0.7 
bv (eV) -2.0 -1.7 -1.2 
dv (eV) -3.7 -5.5 -9.3 

C11 (GPa) 293 304 187 
C12 (GPa) 159 160 125 
C44 (GPa) 155 193 86 
e14 (C/m2) 0.75 1.06 0.83 
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